
 Watch the recording:  https://www2.clearcalcs.com/videos/roof-ceiling-construction-webinar 

 Do you consider the rafter span adjustment factor? - Kamaran C 
 Answer:  Great question, Kamaran! We don't consider  the rafter span adjustment factor 
 automatically. Our calculator adjusts for times when the Rafter Tie is located elsewhere than at 
 the ceiling level. However, our Roof Tie calculator considers this directly. 

 Can design parameters be manually change per rafter situations? For 
 instance sometimes drywall is applied on rafters and sometimes not. - John 
 S 
 Answer:  Yes - all Project Defaults can be overwritten  in the individual calculator sheet(s). It's 
 important to remember that the Project Defaults are just *defaults* which can be modified in 
 individual calculations. If you'd like to learn more about our US Project Defaults and how you 
 can use them to streamline your design process,  check out this article here  . 

 What was the spacing between the collar tie? Are thery per every rafter? - 
 Kamaran C 
 Answer:  The assumed default spacing for our Wood Roof  Tie calculator is one tie per rafter. We 
 do have a workaround for you all! The workaround here would be to create 2 separate design 
 calculators. 

 Your first calculation would be a Wood Roof Tie calculator with the tributary width being the 
 spacing between the ties. For example, if your rafters are 16" o.c. but you have a tie on every 
 other rafter, then your tributary width here would be 32". 

 Your next calculation would be for the rafters themselves, with the tributary width being the 
 spacing between the rafters. In our example above, the tributary width for the rafters would be 
 16". 

 For a house that has a couple of different roofs, is it best to create a couple 
 of projects or can you easily change the inputs for the different sloped roof 
 in one project? - Albert 
 Answer:  Yes, the slope can be overwritten within the  calculations.  Refer to our Project Defaults 
 article here  to learn more about setting your defaults.  Note that these can be overwritten in 
 individual calculation sheets. 

 How do you automatically transfer rafter loads onto ridge beam? - John S 
 Answer:  Please refer to our  Load Path Tracking webinar  for more details. 
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 Where are the other webinars located? - Gerald W 
 Answer:  To view the recording of past ClearCalcs webinar,  please visit this link  . 

 What if ridge beam is not centered? - Mohammad B 
 Answer:  Please watch  this recorded video  for more details. 

 Can you link the same rafter twice to apply the rafter load for a left and right 
 side rafter to the ridge beam? - Aron 
 Answer:  Please watch  this recorded video  for more details. 

 Does the roof rafter have an input for the overhang? - Albert 
 Answer:  Please watch  this recorded video  for more details. 

 Can you elaborate on how Clearcalcs calculates the rafter tie and collar tie 
 tension for the Wood Roof Tie calc? It appears that the tension to the collar 
 tie and the rafter tie is about the same. I would expect the lower rafter tie to 
 have a higher tension. - Jay C 
 Answer:  We take the horizontal component of the reaction  calculated from the rafter. In this 
 case, the spacing of the ties to have similar tension. In the example we went over, there are 
 both snow loads and wind uplift loads - the rafter tie is loaded in tension by snow loads, and 
 collar tie loaded by uplift loads. 
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